CLEANERS – POLISHES

CLEAR™ WINDSHIELD CLEANER

Specifically developed for aircraft windshields. Flight Bright®
CLEAR™ provides optimum visibility without harming the
windshield or paint. Features: • Easy to use • Streak-free •
Anti-static •Non-abrasive • Prolongs windshield lifespan •NonYellowing Formulation
2.5 oz. .......................P/N 09-00792.......................
22 oz..........................P/N 09-00793.......................
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FINAL APPROACH™
POLISH & SEALANT

Provides long-term protection and an impressive high gloss
finish. No wax or free silicones. Safe for all types of paints,
clear coats, graphics, fiberglass and plexiglass. Features: •
Easy to apply • High gloss finish • Leaves no white powdery
residue •Acid rain and sun fading protection.
P/N 09-00794............................................................. .

ARRIVAL METAL POLISH

Arrival Metal Polish is a first-class liquid polish designed to give
your aircraft a premium shine in no time. It is the ultimate polish
for the restoration and maintenance of unpainted metals. Arrival
also works great in the removal of rust and oxidation.
P/N 09-01090..........................................................

ILS™ INTERIOR LEATHER SYSTEM

Flight Bright® ILSTM uses a gentle balance of moisturizers
and lanolin oils to nourish, preserve and enhance fine leather.
With regular use, this conditioning cream penetrates and
softens leather to prevent dryness and cracking. Yellow application sponge included. Features: •Moisturizes • Nourishes •
Softens
P/N 09-00802....................................... .

PRE-FLIGHT™ WASH
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(Concentrate)

Highly concentrated, commercial-strength, gloss-enhancing
wash. Contains no acids, silicones, waxes or damaging sodium
chloride. Its thick foaming action delivers a thorough but gentle
cleansing for any aircraft. Features: • Will not remove polish
•Non-abrasive • Streak-free rinsing •Quick drying
Wash..........................P/N 09-00803.......................
Gallon.........................P/N 09-00804.......................

GEAR-UP™ EXHAUST & OIL REMOVER

Specially formulated to remove exhaust and oil from airplanes.
Quickly cuts through carbon & grease. Solventfree, causticfree GEAR-UP™ removes stains and ink from fine leather,
upholstery & carpets. Features: • Cuts through grease & oil in
seconds • Non-corrosive •Solvent-free.
2.5 oz....... P/N 09-00795.......................
22 oz........ P/N 09-00796.......................
1 Gallon... P/N 09-00797.......................

TAKE-OFF™ BUG REMOVER

Specially formulated to soften and neutralize the acidic
proteins found in bugs. TAKE-OFF™ safely removes bug
residue without removing polish or damaging paint, clear
coat, glass, plastic, metals & chrome. Features: • Powerful &
effective • Will not remove polish • Excellent spot cleaner for
bugs inbetween regular washings • Ready-to-use as a presoak for bugs before washing
2.5 oz.........................P/N 09-00805.......................
22 oz..........................P/N 09-00806.......................
1 Gallon.....................P/N 09-00807.......................
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GO-AROUND™ WATERLESS
WASH & DETAILER

Gives your aircraft that just-polished, slippery feel and
highgloss wet-look! Fast and easy to use. Petroleum-free,
silicone- free, Flight Bright® GO-AROUND™ safely removes
dust, bugs and mild grime. Features: • Wont scratch, streak
or smear •Anti-static gloss enhancer • Leaves no oily film
2.5 oz............P/N 09-00798............... .
22 oz.............P/N 09-00799............... .
1 Gallon........P/N 09-00801............... .

DRIVEN AUTOMOTIVE POLISH

Driven Automotive Polish is the most highly advanced formulation of premium grade polymer polish on the planet. It has a
super high gloss wet look with incredible depth and clarity, the
sheeting action reduces water spots that wipe clean.Nothing
sticks. Harmful elements can’t “bite in”.Easy to apply in sun or
shade. Can be applied to an entire vehicle before wiping off.
Will not harden or cake. Long lasting. Holds up under intense
heat from sun and severe winter cold for up to 1 full year. Cleans surface
contaminants and oxidation with no abrasives. Fills light swirl marks and
leaves no residue.Repels water from windows in the rain without the use
of wiper blades. Cleans brake dust from rims. Once applied, non-stick
finish reduces brake dust build-up. Paint life is dramatically extended by
feeding with essential polymers & oils. Excellent for use on aircraft.
P/N 09-00776..................... .

DRIVEN MARINE POLISH

Driven Marine Polish is the most highly advanced formulation
of premium grade polymer polish on the planet. Sheeting action
reduces water spots that wipe clean. Nothing sticks. Harmful
elements can’t “bite in”. Easy to apply in sun or shade. Super
high gloss wet look with incredible depth & clarity. Long lasting.
Holds up under intense heat from sun and severe winter cold
for up to one full year. Maximum U.V. inhibitors prevent sun
damage. Excellent for use on aircraft.
P/N 09-00777 ......................

DRIVEN QUICK SPRAY CONCENTRATE

Driven Quick Spray Concentrate is a highly concentrated, biodegradable solution, not only cleans water spots, it brightens and enhances the
finish while strengthening Driven’s legendary non-stick protection with
each application. Just add water and make 4 qts of fluid for every pint
of concentrate. Once activated by water, it works by combining
biodegradable cleaners, the power of citrus, and a full spectrum
of essential polymers and oils. Driven’s high lubricity formula
actually encapsulates water spots, dust particles, fingerprints
and other fresh surface contaminants, allowing them to be wiped
away without streaking. Driven Quick Spray Concentrate will not
strip polish or wax. And it won’t stain rubber or vinyl. This formula deepens and enriches all hard surfaces, adding brilliance
and protection to your finish. Excellent for use on aircraft.
P/N 09-00779..................... .

DRIVEN WASH CONCENTRATE

Driven Premium Polymer Wash safely cleans all automotive
and marine finishes without stripping polish or wax. Activated by
water, this unique combination of cleaning agents foams away
surface contaminants while brightening and nourishing the finish with a full spectrum of protective polymers. Biodegradable.
pH balanced. Safe for clear coat and fiberglass gel coat. Super
concentrate provides more washes per bottle. Sheeting action is highly
effective in the reduction of hard water spots. Rich foamy lather.Will not
streak. Brightens and extendspolish protection and shine. Excellent for
use on aircraft.
P/N 09-00780..................... .

DRIVEN PROTECTOR

Driven Vinyl/Rubber/Leather Protector is a Premium
Polymerbased cream that conditions, preserves and protects
new and old vinyl, rubber and leather leaving them naturally
soft and supple without being slippery or greasy.This conditioning formula feeds and nourishes new vinyl, rubber and leather
with a full spectrum of rich gels, protective polymers and U.V.
sunscreens. It also rejuvenates old and neglected surfaces that
have dried and faded due to weather, exposure and the sun’s damaging
rays. Excellent for use on aircraft.
P/N 09-00781.......................

DRIVEN FINISH RESTORER

Driven Finish Restorer promises & delivers unparalleled performance. This dramatically different premium grade glazing
compound was designed using only the very highest quality of
ultra fine micro abrasives to achieve world class results. These
precision abrasives with numerous exterior facets and extremely
sharp edges are the critical element for safe removal of oxidation,
heavy water spots, surface contaminants, stains and light surface
scratches. Driven Finish Restorer simultaneously feeds the finish with a
full spectrum of essential polymers and oils resulting in a phenomenal
shine. Safe for all automotive and marine finishes including paint, clear
coat, fiberglass gel coat and all types of metal. This unique combination
of safe cleaning and nourishing is sure to bring out the very best in your
finish. Excellent for use on aircraft.
		
P/N 09-00778.......................

FLIGHT LINE KIT

The complete Flight Line Kit comes with a custom-made, compartmentalized, easy-access, leak-proof gear bag. Each of the
following Flight Bright® products are included: *CLEAR™ Windshield Cleaner *FINAL APPROACH™ Polish & Sealant *GEARUP™ Exhaust & Oil Remover *GO-AROUND™ Waterless Wash & Detailer *ILS™ Interior Leather System *PRE-FLIGHT™
Wash Concentrate *TAKE-OFF™ Bug Remover *AIRCRAFT WINDSHIELD WIPES *ANTI-STATIC HAND PAD * MULTIFIBER POLISHING CLOTH *ARRIVAL METAL POLISH *Also included is a Flight Bright® T-Shirt.
P/N 09-00808........................................ .
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